The M8ximum Agreement Subtree problem is the following: given two trees whose leaves are drawn from the same set of items (e.g., species), find the largest subset of these items so that the portions of the two trees restricted to these items are isomorphic. We consider the case which occurs frequently in practice, i.e., the case when the trees are binary, and give an O(n log n) time algorithm for this problem. This improves the previous best bound of O(nlog' n) due to Farach, Przytycka, and Thorup [FPT95a].
Introduction
Suppose we are given two rooted trees TI and Ts with n leaves each. The internal nodes of each tree have at least two children each. The leaves in each tree are labelled with the same set of labels and further, no label occurs more than once in a particular
tree. An agreement subtree of Tl and Ta is defined as follows. Let L1 be a subset of the leaves of Tl and let La be a subset of those leaves of Ta which have the same labels as leaves in L1. The subtree of Tl induced by L1 is an agreement subtree of Tl and Ta if and only ifit is isomorphic to the subtree of Tz induced by Lz. The Maximum Agreement Subtree problem (henceforth called MAST) asks for the biggest agreement subtree of Tl and T3.
We need to define the terms induced &tree and isomorphism used above. Intuitively, the subtree of Tl induced by L1 is the subtree of Tl restricted to leaves in L1, with branching information relevant to Ll preserved. More formally, it is the tree obtained by the following procedure. Remove from TI all leaves not in Lli remove also the edges incident upon these leaves. Next, replace all maximal paths of degree 2 nodes with single edges; each internal node in the resulting tree will have at least 2 children. The resulting tree is the induced subtree. ' Intuitively, two trees are isomorphic if the children of each node in one of the trees can be reordered so that the leaf labels in each tree occur in the same order and the shapes of the two trees become identical. Formally, trees F and G are said to be isomorphic, if the following conditions hold. If F irnd G are singleton trees, i.e., leaves, then they are isomorphic if they have the same labels. Otherwise, F and G are isomorphic if their roots have the same number of children snd, further, there exists a one-t-one mapping j() from the children of the root of F to those of the root of G so that for each child x of the root of F, the subtree of F rooted at z is isomorphic to the subtree of G rooted at f(z).
Motivation.
The Maximum Agreement Subtree problem arises naturally in biology and linguistics as a measure of consistency between two evolutionary trees over species and languages, respectively.
An evolutionary tree for a set of species/languages is a rooted tree whose leaves represent the species/languages and whose internal nodes represent ancestor information.
There is no common standard for constructing evolutionary trees and different methods often give different answers. Current practice dictates that different methods be applied to the same data and the resulting trees be compared to arrive at a consensus. The Maximum Agreement Subtree is one method of arriving at such a consensus. A fk quent assumption in practice is that evolutionary events do not coincide, so evolutionary trees have small degree, and most frequently, 8re just binary trees. Therefore, the case of binary trees is of great interest.
Another application arises in automated translation between two languages [GY95] . The two trees are the parse trees for the same meaning sentences in the two languages. A complication that arises in this application (due in part to imperfect dictionaries)
is that words need not be uniquely matched, i.e., a' word at the leaf of one tree could match a number (usually small) of words at the leaves of the other tree.
The aim is to find a maximum agreement subtree; this is done with the goal of improving context-using dictionaries for automated translation.
So long as each word in one tree has only a constant number of matches in the other tree (possibly with differing weights), the algorithm given here can be used and its performance remains O(nlog n). More generally, if there are m word matches in all, the performance becomes O((m+ n)logn). Note however, if there are two collections of equal meaning words in the two trees of &es )r and Aa respectively, they induce klkl matches.
Previous
Work. Finden and Gordon [FG85] gave a heuristic algorithm for the MAST problem on binary trees which had an O(n') running time and did not guarantee an optimal solution.
Kubicka, Kubicki and McMorris [KKM92] gave an O(n(*5+c)'osn) algorithm for the same problem.
The first polynomial time algorithm for this problem was given by Steel and Warnow [SW93]; it had a running time of O(ri'). Steel and Warnow also considered the c-e of non-binary and unrooted trees. Their algorithm takes O(ns) time for fixed degree rooted and unrooted trees and O(n*-510sn) for arbitrary degree rooted and unrooted trees. They also give a linear reduction from the rooted to the unrooted case. Farach and Thorup gave an O(nc 6) time algorithm for the MAST problem on binary trees; here c is a constant greater than 1. For arbitrary degree trees, their algorithm takes O(n'c*) time for the unrooted case [FT94a] and O(nl*' log n) time Ior the rooted case [FT94b] . Recently, Farach, Przytycka, and Thorup [FPT95a] have obtained an O(nlog'n) algorithm for the MAST problem on binary trees. In addition, Kao [Ka95] has recently obtained an algorithm for the same problem which takes O(nlog' n) time. This algorithm takes O(min(nd' log dlogr n, nd) log' R}) for degree d trees.
The MAST problem for more than two trees has also been studied. Amir and Keselman [AK941 showed that the problem is NP-hard for even 3 unbounded degree trees. However, polynomial bounds are known [AK94, FPT95b] for three or more bounded degree trees.
Our Contribution.
We present an O(nlog n) algorithm the binary MAST problem for two binary trees. This bound is optimal in the comparison model due to the O(nlogn) b ound for the Longest Increasing Subsequence problem [AHU76, Hi78, WC76] . To describe the techniques we use, we need to recapitulate the algorithm of Farach, Prsytycka, and Thorup [FPT95a] .
The O(nlog' n) algorithm of [FPT95a] can be viewed as taking the following approach (although the authors do not describe it this way). It identifies two special cases and then solves the general case by interpolating between these cases. Special Case 1: The internal nodes in both trees, form a path. The Maximum Agreement Subtree Problem reduces to essentially a siae n Longest Increasing Subsequence Problem in this case. As is well known, this can be solved in O(n log n) time.
Special Case 2. Both trees Tl and Ta are complete binary trees. Consider a node Y in Ta. Let La be the set of leaves which are descendants of u. Let Lr be the set of leaves in Tl which have the same labels as the leaves in Lp. Only certain nodes u in Tl can be usefully mapped to u, in the sense that the subtree of TI rooted at u and the subtree of Ts rooted at v have a non-empty Agreement Subtree.
These nodes u are the ancestors of the leaves in Jr.
There are 'O(ra logs n) such pairs (u, u). For each pair, computing the m&mum agreement subtree takes O(1) time, as it is simply a question of deciding the best way of pairing their children.
The interpolation process takes a centroid decomposition of the two trees and compares pairs of centroid paths, rather than individual nodes as in the complete tree case. The comparison of a pair of centroid paths requires finding matchings with special properties in ap propriately defined bipartite graphs, a non-trivial generalisation of the Longest Increasing Subsequence problem. This process creates O(nlog' n) interesting (ZL, w) pairs, each of which takes O(logn) time to process.
We provide two improvements, each of which gains a log n factor. Improvement 1. The complete tree special case is improved to O(nlog n) time as follows.
We use the same notation as before: u, Lr, La. In fact, the only nodes that need be compared to v are those nodes u in the subtree of TI induced by LI. This reduces the, number of interesting pairs (21, w) to O(nlogn). Again, processing a pair takes O(1) time (this is less obvious, for identifying the descendants of u which root the subtrees with which the two subtrees of v can be matched is non-trivial).
Constructing the above induced subtree itself can be done in O(]&]) time (this is straightforward and will be detailed in the full paper). The basic tool here is to preprocess trees Tl and Ta in O(n) time so that least common ancestor queries can be answered in O(1) time. Improvement 2: As in [FPT95a] , when the trees are not complete binary trees, we take centroid paths and match pairs of centroid paths. The O(logn) cost that the algorithm in [FPT95a] incurs in processing each such interesting pair of paths arises when there are large (polynomial in n size) instances of the generalised Longest Increasing Subsequence Problem. At first sight, it is not clear that large instances of these problems can be created for sufficiently many of the interesting pairs; unfortunately, this turns out to be the case. However, these problem instances still have some useful structure.
By using (static) weighted trees we process pairs of interesting vertices in 0( 1) time per pair, on the average, as is shown by an appropriately parameterised analysis. This analysis is non-trivial and is the focus of the rest of this abstract.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes some basic definitions and primitives. Section 3 describes the outline of the algorithm.
Section 4 describes some details of the algorithm and Section 5 describes the analysis. The remaining details appear in the Appendix.
Definitions and Preliminaries
All trees henceforth refer to binary trees whose internal nodes have exactly two children. The tree T(z) denotes the subtree of T rooted at vertex z. The size of a tree T, denoted by ITI, is the number of leaves in it. In our problem, ITI 1 = ITsI = n.
Given a tree binary T, its centmid decomposition is a partition of its vertices into disjoint paths obtained as described below. First, trace a path from the root of T to a leaf as follows: at each step move to that child of the current node 2, whose subtree has at least half the number of nodes in the subtree rooted at CC (break ties arbitrarily).
Remove all the nodes on the above path. This creates a forest of subtrees, each of which has at most y nodes; the above procedure is recursively repeated in each of these subtrees. Each such path obtained above is called a cent&d path. Note that the centroid decomposition of T can easily be performed in O(n) time.
A tree T cau be preprocessed in O(lTI) time so that given any subset L of its leaves in order, the subtree induced by L can be computed iu 0(/L/) time.
The set of labels at the leaves of Tl is identical to that at the leaves of Ts. For a leaf 2 in one of these trees, the leaf with the same label in the other tree is called its twin. Two subtrees, one from each tree, are said to intersect if and only if some leaf in one subtree has a twin iu the other. The subtree of Tz induced by some subset of the leaves of Tl is the subtree of Ts induced by the twins of these leaves of Tl . Step 1. Compute the centroid decompositions of TI and Ts. This takes O(n) time.
We need some definitions to describe the remaining steps.
Definitions.
Let x be the centroid path containing the root of Tl. Let p = IwI aud ur, ~2,. . .) ur,-r, u, the vertices on this path in order from the root. Let Ml,&,..., M,,-1 comprise the forest of subtrees created by the removal of w from TI. Let mi = IMil, the number of leaves in A&i (see Fig.1 ).
Recall that mi 5 n/2 as x is a centroid path. For technical reasons, we define mr, = 1. Therefore, CT=r mi = n.
Step 3. For each i, 1 <_ i 5 p -1, Agree(&, Si) Is performed, where Si is the subtree of Tz induced by the leaves of Mi. Si is deterlnined in O(m) time after the twins of the leaves of iU+ have *been ordered. The latter is easily done for all i together in 0(x: w) time; for this, we charge O(m) to tree A&. The shove along with the recursive call will take O(~JQ log mi) time for each i. For each vertex w in Si, Step 2 computes the maximum agreement subtree of Jlfi and the subtree rooted at w. Note that if the m&mum agreement subtree of TI and Ts contains no vertex from x then it will be found iu
Step 2.
Step 3 handles the other case.
3 Algorithm Outline
Step 3: Matching r. For eaeh w E Ts, the largest Let AgTee(Tl,Ta) denote our algorithm for MAST, agreement subtree for the trees Tr and the subtree of 2'2 given trees Tl, Ta. For each vertex w in the subtree rooted at vertex w is found. Informally, we call this the of T2, Agree(T1, Ts) computes the mtium agreement process of "matching" x at each of the vertices w of Ts.
subtree of Tl and the subtree rooted at w. We will show how this is done in O(Cr=r m+ log $ +n) time.
Algorithm Outline.
Agree(T1, T2) has three steps. Clearly, the total time over all three steps is O(nlog n). The following sections show how Step 3 is done in O(CE1 -log & + n) time. We need the following definitions to proceed further.
Recall that the centroid decomposition of Ta partitions its vertices into disjoint paths. The beginning of such a path is defined to be the vertex closest to the root of Ts in that path. Let V denote the set of vertices in Ts at which paths in the above decomposition begin.
We will define some bipartite graphs next. Each graph will correspond to 8 particuhtr centroid path in the centroid decomposition of Tz and will be used to match w at 8h the vertices in this centroid path. These graphs will have the property that a particular hind of matching, which can be computed efficiently, will correspond to agreement subtrees.
The
Matching Graphs G(z) and The x Matching Algorithm
We define a number of bipartite graphs, one for ecrch z E V. The graph G(z) corresponding to vertex z is defined as follows. The right vertex set R(t) of G(z) is exactly the set of vertices in the centroid path beginning at vertex 2.
Vertices of G(z). The left vertex set L(z) of G(z) is
Since both sets of vertices are drawn from centroid paths, we order the vertices on each side by the distances they occur at from the beginning of their respective paths.
The topmost vertex is the closest and the bottommoat is the furthest.
Further, two edges (a, b) and (a', b') in G(z) are said to cross if a is above a' and b is below b', or vice versa. In addition, edge (0, b) is said to dominate (a', b') in G(z) if a is above a' and b is above b'. The topmost edge in a set of edges, if any, is the edge which dominates 8ll other edges in that set.
Before defining the edges of G(z), we need the following definitions.
Definitions.
Let w(z) be the centroid path containing the root of Tz(z).
Let q be the length of the path obtained. Let vi, vr, . . . , vq be the vertices on this path in order from the root. Let Ni, Nr, . . . , Np-i comprise the forest of subtrees of Tz(z) created by the removal of Vl,---r vp from TV.
Let ni = [Nil, for i = 1.. . q -1 (see Fig.1 ). For technical reasons, we define nq = 1. Then Cf=i ni = IT(Z COLE AND HARIHARAN each multiedge consists of three edges, a white edge, a red edge aud a green edge, each of which has a distinct weight associated with itself.
A multiedge between w E L(z), 1 5 i 5 p -1 and Vj E R(Z), 1 5 j 5 q -1, exists if and only Mi and Nj intersect. The white edge in this mkltiedge has weight equal to the sise of the maximum agreement subtree of Mi and Nj. The red edge in this multiedge has weight equal to the sise of the m8ximum agreement subtree of Tl (w) and Nj. The green edge in this multiedge has weight equal to the sise of the msximum agreement subtree of Mi and Ta(vj)w If y E L(z) then there is 8 multiedge between u,, and vi such that either j # q and UP'S twin is in Nj or j = q and Y'S twin is vr; all three edges in this multiedge have weight 1. In addition, there is a multiedge between ui and vp such that either i # p 8nd V~'S twin is in Mi or i = p and V~'S twin is Y; all three edges iu this multiedge have weight 1.
Definition.
We define a proper crossing in G(z) to be a red-green edge pair in G(z) such that the two edges cross and further, the endpoint of the green edge in L(z) is above that of the red edge. Each agreement matching corresponds to a unique agreement subtree of Tl and Ts, as described below. Consider an agreement matching M comprising white edges (wl, vjl), . . . , (qb, vi,) followed by green edge (WJ, vjl) crossing red edge (%#I, ojll) (see Fig-P , here, each subtree is the m8ximum agreement subtree of the indicated pair of subtrees).
Also consider the tree 7 defined as follows. 7 has 8 path comprising the vertices ql, . . . , wuir in sequence. The roots of the maximum agreement subtrees of the tree pairs (Mit,Njl)t---r(Mi,,Nih) are children of the vertices in the above path in this sequence. Finally, there is 8n additional vertex with edges to t(i,, and to the roots of the marimum agreement subtrees of the tree pats (Mj, Z(vj')), (C(W~), Nj"), It is easily seen that the weight of M is the Same as the sise of 7.
Thus, in order to determine the maximum agreement subtree of T1 and Ts(z), it suffices to determine the maximum weight agreement matching Edges of G(z). G(z) is actually 8 multigraph, where in G(z).
agreement matching in G(z) containing only' edges incident on or below ui in L(a) is found. Further, for each vi E R(z), the largest weight agreement matching in G(z) containing only edges incident on or below vi in R(z) is also computed. This computation of agreement I I matchings is described in Appendix II. For each tu E Tz, the largest agreement subtree of Ti and Ts(w) can be determined easily from the above information as it is given by the largest weight agreement matching in G(z) comprising only edges incident upon or below vertex w in R(z). Section 5 shows that the total time taken above is O(~~zl q log $-), as required.
Inferring
Maximum Agreement Subtrees. Consider a vertex w E Ts; let z be the beginning of the centroid path in Tz containing w. Then w E R(z). The maximum agreement subtree of Tl and Tz(w) is given and Lemma 5.1, the work done for this vertex when can also be found in ihe same lime.
considering matching graph G(z), z E V, is as follows. COROLLARY 5.1. The work done for vertez q over a21 matching graphs G(z) with A(z) > 1 is qh3 $7. It now suffices to account for the work done for vertex ui over all matching graphs G(z) with h(z) = 1. Next, we show that this work is also O(m log &). We use the Si tree for this analysis.
Analysing
over Si. Note that that for each z E V such that h(z) = 1, z is not in Si, i.e., it lies on, the path in Ts(z) between the endpoints of some edge in Si; z is said to lie on this edge of Si.
Consider the m&al subset H(e) of vertices z in V which he on edge e of Si and for which h(z) = 1. Let H(e) = {zr, ~2,. . . , zk}; here the vertices appear in increasing order of distance from the root of Ta. Let e = (y,z), y the parent of z in Si. Let first(e) = 21.
Let lost(e) be the vertex z in V such that h(z) > 1 and x is on the path from 2k to x in Tr. See Fig.3 . LEMMA 5.4. The work done for tli on edge e, i.e., in processing graphs G(z),
x E H(e), is O(log #$$$+q.
Proof. The work done for w in processing G(xj) is Ok ml for 1 I j < k =d Ok -1 for i = k. Thus the sum of the work done for u; at the Proof. first(e') is a descendant of last(e) in Ts.
We claim that sum of the work done for g over all the edges of Si is O(w log $).
We show this next by applying tree contraction on Si.
Removal
step. First, remove all edges in Si incident upon leaves in Si. The work done on these edges is bounded by the sum over all such edges e of O(log ITs(first(e))l); further, the number of such edges is at most m.
By Lemma 5.3, this sum is at most qm; loi3 k,.
Contract step.
Next, contract all paths consisting only of degree two vertices in Si into a single edge. The E set for such an edge e is defined to be the union of the H sets for the edges comprising the path which was contracted to give e. The work done on e is also defined to be the sum of the work done on the relevant edges. first(e) and last(e) eye again defined as before. As is easily seen, Lemma 5.3, Lemma 5.4, and Lemma 5.5 hold for the new contracted tree as well. Further, this new tree has at most ~/2 leaves.
Wrapping
Up. O(logq) phases of the removal and contract steps are performed.
In the jth phase,. the work done on the edges removed is O( e log e). This sums of O(m+ log 2) over all phases. Thu?the work done for vertex u+ in processing graphs G(z) such that h(z) = 1 is also O(m log &).
THEOREM 5.1. There is an algorithm for the Mazimum Agreement Subtree Problem for two binary trees with an O(n log n) running time.
LEMMA 5.5. Consider edges e,e' E Si such that e connects vertes z to its parent and e' connects vertez t to one of its children. Then /T#aat(e))l 2 [Ts(first(e'))l.
We show how all the matching graphs can be set up in time proportional to the sum of their sises. Note that each vertex of Tz appears in exactly one matching graph. The matching graph to which it belongs can be computed in O(n) time for all such vertices. First, we show how to set up the vertices and edges in each graph. Then we show how the weights on the edges are computed.
Preprocessing.
T2 is preprocessed in linear time to compute a pointer from each vertex to the beginning of the centroid path containing it. It is also preprocessed to enable induced subtree computations iu the same time bounds.
6.1
Setting up Vertices and Edges.The matching graphs in which vertex ui appears along with the multiedges incident upon it in these graphs are determined in time proportional to the sum of the number of such multiedges over all such graphs 8s follows.
Processing up. First, consider the leaf t+, of TX. The only matching graphs containing y are those which correspond to centroid paths beginning at vertices z of T2 such that z is an ancestor of the twin of u,, in Tz.
Further, if+, E L(z) then there is a multiedge between tq, and vertex y E R(z) if and only if y is the nearest ancestor of 9's twin in the centroid path beginning at z. Thus the matching graphs to which up belongs and the multiedges incident on v+, in these graphs can be determined in time proportional to the number of such graphs, given pointers from each vertex in Ta Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 are useful. It follows from them that there is a multiedge from y to each vertex y of T, (in the corresponding matching graph containing y) encountered in the following procedure. For each vertex z in Si, perform the following in T, until a vertex in the centroid path containing the parent of z in Si is xeached: repeatedly jump to parent of the beginning of the centroid path in T2 containing the current vertex. This procedure takes time proportional to the sum of the number of multiedges incident on TV over all matching graphs it lies in, given pointers from each vertex in T2 to the beginning of the centroid path containing it. LEMMA 5.6. If vertex vi in the cent&d path beginning at vertex z of T2 is in Si then w is adjacent to vi in G(z). Proof, We assume that j # q. For if j = q then vj = vq is a leaf of Ta and since it does not appear in Si, its twin is not in iUi, and therefore, there is no edge between m and vj.
First, suppose some vertex 9 E Si is in Nj. Then, clearly, Nj intersects Mi.
Therefore, there must be an edge between w and vj in G(z).
Next, suppose that there is such an edge. Then Nj intersects iUi. Therefore, there exists some y E Si which is in Nj. similar to that in [FPT95a] , but the data structure we use and the associated operations are different.
Algorithm
Outline. First, a weight balanced binary search tree 7 whose leaves are the vertices in R(z) is set up; here, the vertices in R(z) are given appropriate weights yet to be described. Next, the vertices in L(z) are considered in turn in bottom to top order. For each vertex ui E L(z), the vertices adjacent to it in R(z) are searched for in 7; the largest weight agreement matching with each white edge incident on ui as topmost edge is found in the course of this search, as is the largest weight proper crossing for each green edge incident on ui. From the above information, the largest weight agreement matching containing only edges incident on or below ui in L(z) is easily found. Following the above search, the information stored in 7 is updated. is incident upon it, and weight nj, otherwise. 7 is constructed on these weights. The sum of the weights Red Edge Weight.
Let y be the root of Nj. Recall of vertices in R(2) is at most 2)T(z)l. Tree 7 has the that the agreement matchings in graphs G(2') have following three crucial characteristics. already been determined, where x' E V is a descendant 1. 7 can be constructed in O(IR(2)l) time.
Processing
White Edge e = (w,uj). First, the largest weight agreement matching with e as the top most edge is determined.
Then the m() values at vertices in onc(vj) are updated according to the weight of this matching.
All other information remains unchanged.
The above desired matching is computed as follows.
There are two cases. Either this matching contains another white edge. The largest weight matching among all such matchings is given by mmzElf+ingc(wj) m(z)-The other case is when this matching has only edge e plus a proper crossing. Thus, it suffices to compute the largest proper crossing containing edges dominated by e. This is given by m4m~zajringc(tfj) z(Z), m(UE,Eljringc(crj) (m=dEon+) g(4) + ( 1 f z: , m=zEt~+ingc(oj) ~(41. The first term here is the largest weight proper crossing in which both edges are in l(z) for some I E Ifringe( The second term is the largest weight proper crossing in which the red edge is in 7(z), for some z E Ifringe( the green edge is not in this subtree but it forms a proper crossing with each red edge in this subtree. The third term is the largest weight proper crossing in which the red edge is in 7(z), for some z E Ifringe( the green edge is not in this subtree and it does not form a proper crossing with some red edge in this subtree.
Red Edge e = (w, vi). The m() and z() values remain unchanged in 7. Next, note that no green edge already in 7 can form a proper crossing with e. This implies that the y() and g() values for z E onc(vj) need to be modified.
Consider y(z) first, z E onc(uj). A green edge in 7 which formed a proper crossing with all red edges in 7(z) does ,not do so any more. So y(z) is set to m=W), (m=r~~onc(r) dz')) + r(z)). Consider g(z) next, I: E o*c(vj). g(z) is set to 4. Before this is done, g(y) is updated to max+~,, (,) g(y') for each y E Ifringe and y E tfringe(uj). The invariant on g() is easily seen to be maintained.
Finally r(z) is set to max{r(z),e), for each z, Z E CWZC(Vj).
Green Edge e = (%,vj).
Note that e can form a proper crossing with only those red edges in 7 which are in 7(z), z E rfringe(uj);
further, e forms a proper crossing with each such red edge. Therefore, g(z) is set to max{max~~~one(,) g(z'),e) for each a E Tffinge(Vj).
For each z E anc(vj), z(z) is then set to the larger of the current value and max(e + r(z')), the maximum being taken over all vertices z' E rfringe (uj) which are descendants of z., Also note that mrqetftings(Vj)(e + r(z)) gives the largest weight proper crossing containing e.
Case 2: c&(x) = A > 1. Suppose u; is adjacent to vj~,vj2t**-,VjVj,r in bottom to top order. Then these vertices are searched for in sequence in 7. This takes O(k log T) time by the procedure mentioned earlier, i.e., first search for vj, starting at the root, then search for viz starting at vi1 in the obvious way, and so on. In the above process, all vertices in the set {%I2 E {anC(Vj,) U QnC (Vj,) U . . , U anC(Vj,))) are traversed. Again, as in Case 1, only information at vertices in the above set and at children of vertices in the above set needs to be read and updated. This takes time proportional to the sise of the above set, which, in turn, is O(klog +).
R(s). It remains to show how, for each vj E R(z), the largest weight agreement matching containing only edges incident on or below vj in R(x), is computed.
F'OI each vj E R( ZE), we find the largest weight agreement matching with some white edge incident upon uj as the dominant edge and the largest weight proper crossing containing some red edge incident on vj. This information clearly suffices. The first of the above two is given simply by n(vi).
The second is given by maxCd.t), maJrz'~anc(wj) s(%') + r(uj)}a Over all vj E R(z), the computation of the above two values can be accomplished in a single pass of 7 in O(jR(z)l) time.
